LIST OF ARTWORK

11 SIERRA LEONE - KAILAHUN - AIDS VICTIM AT GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL
© Olivier Polet/Corbis

13 LOOKING AIDS IN THE FACE
© Gideon Mendel/Corbis

18 NANDI TEMPLE
Courtesy of the private collection of Michelle Hubele

25 OFFERING ON THE GANGES, VARANASI, INDIA
© Veni/iStockphoto

28 WOMAN SEWING AT HOME NEAR A WINDOW FOR LIGHT
© North Wind Picture Archives/Alamy

29 JESUS CHOOSING THE APOSTLES
© North Wind Picture Archives/Alamy

30 FRIENDS
© Brasil2/iStockphoto

36 MONICA LEWINSKY SURROUNDED BY PHOTOGRAPHERS
© Jeffrey Markowitz/Sygma/Corbis

37 SIDE VIEW PORTRAIT OF ALCIBIADES
© Bettmann/Corbis

55 ARCHBISHOP OSCAR ARNULFE ROMERO
© Bettmann/Corbis
SOUTH AFRICAN PRESIDENT NELSON MENDELA WITH ARCHBISHOP DESMOND TUTU
© WALTER DHLADHLA/AFP/Getty Images

NEWT GINGRICH HOLDING “CONTRACT WITH AMERICA”
© Reuters/Corbis

ETCHING BY GEORGE CRUIKSHANK OF SCENES FROM OLIVER TWIST BY CHARLES DICKENS AS OLIVER ASKS FOR MORE FOOD IN WORKHOUSE
© Time Life Picture/Mansell/Time Life Pictures/Getty Images

MUSIC LESSON IN A SOUTHERN PLANTATION HOUSE 1700s
© North Wind Picture Archives/Alamy

FLAGELLATION OF A FEMALE SLAVE BY JOHN GABRIEL STEDMAN
© Stapleton Collection/Corbis

WOMAN STANDING OUTSIDE FORMER SLAVE PLANTATION
© Karen Kasmauski/Corbis

CONTRAST IN THE STREETS OF LONDON ENGLAND BRITAIN UK
© Gianni Muratore/Alamy

MAKE POVERTY HISTORY RALLY AT TRAFALGAR SQUARE LONDON ON 03 FEBRUARY 2005
© Bob Johns/expressionpictures.co.uk/Alamy